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Editor’s note
Welcome to the latest issue of Strathnairn News! We all hope every member of our community is
managing to stay safe and well, and even more than ever we realise how important it is to get a
newsletter out to all the residents in our Strath, by whatever means possible! We have tried to
ensure that the most vulnerable in our community have received a printed copy – if you know of
anyone else who requires a printed version, please contact our Editor.
In these strange times we would love to hear what you have been up to, so please do send any
photographs, stories, poems or articles, or even new recipes and we will include them in our next
issue. In this issue you will find the usual community news, alongside the most up to date Scottish
Government Guidance on Coronavirus (COVID-19) at time of going to print.
We would also like to thank ‘For the Right Reasons’ again for doing our printing for the last two
issues.
In the meantime, the Editorial Committee would like to wish you all well in these difficult times. We
are here to help, so please do not hesitate to contact our Editor, Caroline Tucker, on 01808
521464 and she will try and help. If she is not able, she will try and assist by finding a more
suitable contact. Keep safe!
The next newsletter deadline – Monday 27th July 2020.
Please contact Caroline Tucker on 01808 521464 or email caz_mackenzie@hotmail.com
Please note all dates and times published are correct at time of going to print, and please ensure
all submissions are non-political and unlikely to offend.
Front Cover Photograph: Tortoiseshell butterfly
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Strathnairn Community Council 2020
GENERAL MEETING NUMBER 276 BY TELECONFERENCE
4.30PM, MONDAY 6 APRIL 2020
DRAFT MINUTES
SNCC Members Present – James Murray [JM] Ian Hunt [IH], Isobel McQueer [IMQ] Alasdair
MacQueen [AM], Phil MacKintosh [PM], Tim Rose [TR], Ian Maclean [IM], Neil Spence [NS],
Jonny Porteous [JP]
HC Members Present – Cllr Caddick [CC], Robbie Bain, Ward Manager [RB]

Others Present – Peter Christie [PC], Bea Wallace [BW]
Minutes GH
RB welcomed everyone to the meeting, the first since the community council went into abeyance
in November 2019. It was noted that the meeting was being held by teleconference due to the
ongoing isolation measures in place to combat the outbreak of coronavirus.
Appointment of Office Bearers
RB asked for nominations for the following office bearer roles and noted that the office bearers
also acted as trustees of the community council’s assets and that this remains in force until the
role is passed on to elected successors:
a) Chair
JM was proposed by IM and seconded by PM.
As there were no other nominations, JM was duly elected.
JM advised that he did not want to continue in the role beyond the AGM in 2021. IH suggested
that when a willing successor was identified, they could be elected to the role of Vie-Chair to
understudy JM and this was agreed.
b) Secretary
JM nominated NS and this was seconded by TR.
As there were no other nominations, NS was duly elected.
c) Treasurer
JM nominated IM and this was seconded by IMQ.
As there were no other nominations, IM was duly elected.
It was noted that IH was content to continue as the planning representative on the CC.
Adoption of the Constitution and Standing Orders
Due to current operating restrictions, it was agreed to defer the adoption of the Constitution and
Standing Orders to a future meeting, It was noted the adoption must be minuted when the meeting
takes place. Further discussion was held about the inability of the CC to fulfil all the requirements
of the Constitution and Standing Orders at the present time. RB and CC advised that there is
leeway at the moment over the provisions and a pragmatic interpretation would be taken. CCs
would not be held to account as long as they were doing their best to comply.
The Scheme of Establishment is available at: https://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/21179/
scheme_of_establishment_final_sept_ 2019
Associate Membership
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RB advised that it was possible for community councils to grant associate membership to various
other groups in the areas, for example the local development trust; This was noted and the CC
agreed to defer to a future meeting.
Future Meeting Dates
The Community Council would normally set dates for the year ahead or up to the next AGM
(which will be held between 1st April and 30th June). It was agreed in light of current operating
restrictions to discuss this further at the next meeting, but that all were agreed in principle to retain
the previous schedule of the third Monday of every month (excluding July and December) at
7.30pm in Farr Hall once restrictions are lifted.
It was proposed to hold the next meeting on Monday 20th April at 7.30pm by Zoom conferencing,
which RB confirmed was acceptable. It was agreed to purchase a Zoom subscription for a limited
period, which would give unlimited time for the meeting (the free version limits meeting length to
40 minutes) and to pay for the subscription from SNCC funds.
Cllr Caddick noted that in normal circumstances meetings should be held in public but that the
proposed arrangements were acceptable in light of the current period of isolation.
JM advised that the main room in Farr Hall is large and currently unused so could provide a large
space which would allow people to meet in future but maintain social distancing.
Any Other Competent Business
RB handed over to JM to chair the remaining items on the agenda.
JM invited items to be discussed under AOCB.
a) IH advised that he had sent out information on planning applications, however the planning
process is effectively suspended for the present and applications are in abeyance. He explained
that normally the CC would comment on applications and that for now, he would notify the CC of
those planning applications which are outstanding and invite comment by email.
PC asked if IH had any update on the proposed Red John development which was going through
the appeals process and if the CC could input to this. IH said that he had no update but would
provide a synopsis to the CC via email.
b) IH raised the changes to CC elections and it was agreed to discuss further at a future meeting
c) It was noted that it would take a while to change the bank account signatories over to the new
Treasurer’s name and that in the meantime, subject to SNCC approval of any expenditure, BW
would continue to make payments of invoices.
d) JM asked how new members of SNCC could be granted access to strathnairn.com. PC had
contacted the current administrator who would handover to a new administrator once someone
was identified. BW advised that her husband would be prepared to take on this role in the short
term.
e) NS asked RB to share CC member’s email addresses with him. All present confirmed they
were content for this to take place.
f) PM asked if there was any guidance from Highland Council about any action that community
councils should take in response to COVID-19. JPC advised that a SN Community Response
Emergency plan has been written by Paul Robinson the secretary to the community development
company. It was proposed to invite him to the next meeting. PC said he would share the
information he had received with the CC.
g) JM expressed thanks on behalf of SNCC to RB for setting the meeting up and to PC and BW
for their service to the CC. He also expressed thanks to Caroline Tucker, the editor of the
newsletter for her work in keeping the newsletter in circulation and to Paul Robinson for his work
in developing the emergency plan
6. Date of the next CC Meeting [277] – Monday 20th April 2020 at 7.30pm via Zoom
teleconferencing
The Community Council is required to issue the agenda 7 days before it’s meeting. To be certain
that an item can be included please make sure that it is submitted ten days before our meeting is
due to take place.
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General Meeting Number 277 By Zoom Web Meeting 7.30pm
MONDAY 20 April 2020, DRAFT MINUTES

SNCC Members Present – James Murray (Chair)
[JM], Neil Spence (Hon. Sec) [NS], Ian Hunt [IH],
Isobel McQueer [IMQ], Ian MacLean (Treasurer)
[IM], Tim Rose [TR], Phil Mackintosh [PM]; Jonny
Porteous [JP].

group via SNCC.

JM expressed thanks on behalf of SNCC to PR.
PR left the meeting.
6. Matters arising from Minute

Items from previous matters - 18th November 2019
HC Members Present – Cllr Caddick [CC], Cllr
Davidson [MD]; Cllr Jarvie [AJ]; Cllr Gowans ([KG] meeting minutes:
Item 10 – proposed size limitation on trailers
accessing the Inverness recycling facility –AJ and
CC had brought a motion and the proposed
changes had been stopped. It was noted that
there are still restrictions on commercial vehicles.

Members of Public Present – Paul Robinson
(Secretary of the Strathnairn Development
Company [PR] (Items 1-5 only)
Minutes GH
Apologies

Items from previous matters – 6th April 2020
meeting minutes:

Ali MacQueen..

2. Approval of Minute

Item 3 – Associate membership – It was agreed to
bring this matter forward to the first available face
a) Approval of Minute of 18 November 2019
to face meeting; however in the interim JM should
Proposed IMQ Seconded IH
approach Alan Martin to ask him to become an
It was noted that a redacted version of the minutes associate member to advise on licencing matters.
Action: JM
would be required for the newsletter.
th

Item 4 – Future meeting dates – It was agreed that
June is too early for an AGM as the new SNCC is
in its infancy. It was agreed to plan for an August
AGM.

b) Approval of Minute of 6th April 2020
Proposed IH Seconded PM
3. Declaration of Interests

IH advised the CC that as Chair of the Community Item 5b – CC election procedure– It was agreed to
Benefit Fund he would not take part in discussions carry forward to the first face to face meeting.
relating to the SCBF unless he deemed it pertinent 7. Financial Report
to do so.
There was no financial report due to the need for a
4. Community Policing Report
handover between the incoming and outgoing
There was no representative from Police Scotland treasurers.
present and no report. JM noted that he had not
8. Planning Application and updates
yet been able to ascertain who the new community
a) Report from IH on applications
police officer would be.
There was 1 new application: change of use,
5. Brief by Paul Robinson on the Strathnairn
part demolition and erection of extension to
Community Response Emergency Plan
agricultural buildings to form farm shop and
It was noted that the plan brought together around
café at Scatraig, Daviot. There was also one
40 volunteer residents to distribute food from a
update: erection of house on land SE of West
temporary hub to high risk people in the area, to
Aultlugie. Daviot, which had been approved.
avoid the necessity of supermarket trips. 23
There were no comments on these.
families were being supplied with a further 4
b) Report on Aberarder WF
expected to join.
IH had issued a note to SNCC to update on the
Goods can be delivered to people’s houses but
matter and set out how WF applications are
presently all are opting to drive to the hub to
dealt with, respective responsibilities and
collect which was better for their mental wellbeing.
benefits arising. It was disappointing to note
Volunteers are equipped with appropriate PPE
that the developer had bypassed SNCC and
and further supplies of hand gel could be supplied
SCBF. JM asked for volunteers to lead
by Loch Ness Spirits and possibly Tomatin
negotiations on behalf of SNCC. IMQ and PM
distillery. Discussions are taking place with SCBF
put their names forward.
about funding. HC funding is also available as is
funding from SSE. The group has applied to open
a bank account but monies could also come to the

JM advised he had had sight of a letter sent by
Stratherrick and Foyers Community Council to
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RES which he would share with SNCC for
information. Action JM
c) Glenkyllachy WF
It was noted that Strathdearn CC is leading on
discussions in relation to this WF as more of
the turbines are in their area.

11. Questions from members of the Public

No members of the public present.
12. AOCB
a) Mr Martin’s email regarding trailer use and
licencing requirements at Lairgandour was
noted. It was advised that a road monitor had
been requested but not forthcoming. CC noted
that it appeared to be an enforcement issue
and if the community was concerned it was
reasonable to ask for the planning consent to
be reviewed. JM and IH will discuss further and
raise with the planning department initially.
Action: JM/IH

d) Report on Red John Hydro Scheme

IH had issued a report to SNCC updating the
group on latest developments. It was noted that
one of the main issues was the road
infrastructure and in particular the exit route
which would result in high volumes of traffic in
the area. MD asked if SNCC had been asked to
submit precognition for the public inquiry, which
it had not yet been asked to do. She advised
that local representations carry considerable
weight at public inquiries especially if
community councils had a shared collective
view.

b) It was noted that the car park at Daviot
woods had been closed prompting some
complaints by dog walkers. KG advised that the
car park had been closed due to expressions of
concern about the number of cars and people
congregating in the area to walk their dogs
while the lockdown is in force, and public safety
was paramount.

9. Correspondence Received

a) Highland Council Grants for COVID 19
Assistance

c) A letter had been received raising concerns
about dogs at a property in Inverarnie which
had caused alarm and intimidation. JM and NS
would reply pointing to the council website
section on dangerous dogs. Action: JM/NS

It was noted that the process for claiming
grants was uncompleted and speedy.
b) Letter from G Squire on behalf of Bunachton
residents regarding Dunlichity to Essich Road

It was noted MD had been on a site visit with
John Taylor of the HC Roads Department and
had met with 2 residents. There are visibility
issues and the road has also been affected by
forestry traffic. Some remedial work has been
done but it was not satisfactory and had
deteriorated. Although monies had been set
aside for repairs, the roads department is
currently depleted due to emergency
redeployment of staff to help cope with the
demands of COVID 19. It will be necessary to
look at an interim budget in due course, MD
advised that the road is a priority issue.
It was suggested that when a forestry route is
planned SNCC should meet with the forestry
team to assess the road condition in advance
so that any damage after the event could be
correctly attributed and remedied. MD noted
that there is a timber transport fund which had
been used in Stratherrick and Foyers and may
be appropriate for Bunachton road.
10.

List of Events, Meetings and dates for
attendance and interest
Nil

d) Concerns were raised about a residential
caravan sited at Balnafoich Road, degradation
of the area and drainage to an unknown
source. JM and PM would visit the area with a
view to IH raising with the planning department.
Action: JM/PM
e) HC have asked for contact details for SNCC
members but the information is voluntarily
given. NS will contact members to establish
what information they wish disclosed. MD
advised that the information is stored on the HC
internal intranet not a public website.
14. Date of the next CC Meeting [278] – Monday
18th May 2020

The Community Council is required to issue the
agenda 7 days before it’s meeting. To be certain
that an item can be included please make sure
that it is submitted ten days before our meeting is
due to take place.
Copies of this agenda and the minutes of
Community Council meetings are circulated by
email. If you would like to receive a copy your
email address can be added to the circulation list
by application to secretary@strathnairncc.com.
The meeting closed at 9.05pm.
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Your Community Councillors:
Ian Hunt, Daviot
Ian Maclean, Inverarnie
Phil Macintosh, Balnafoich
Alasdair MacQueen, Daviot
Isobel McQueer. Farr
James Murray, Farr
Jonny Porteous, Croachy
Tim Rose, Flichity
Neil Spence, Dunlichity

The following email addresses are active and will be monitored if you have any questions
regarding Community Council Business.
Chairperson murrayjames@hotmail.co.uk
Secretary secretary@strathnairncc.com
Treasurer treasurer@strathnairncc.com
The Community has a website – www.strathnairn.org.uk where full details are available. There is
also a closed group <Strathnairn> on Facebook where useful day to day information is posted. As
a closed group access is restricted to locals and once you have visited the page you will need to
ask to join. That way your Facebook page will enable you to be notified of any disruptions and late
news.

Your Highland Councillors

Strathnairn is part of Highland Council Wards 12 (Aird and Loch Ness) & Ward 19 (Inverness
South). Addresses & telephone numbers are available at www.highland.gov.uk
Ward 12 Aird and Loch Ness
Cllr Helen Carmichael
helen.carmichael.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Cllr Margaret Davidson
margaret.davidson.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Cllr Emma Knox
emma.knox.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Ward 19 Inverness South
Cllr Carolyn Caddick
carolyn.caddick.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Cllr Ken Gowans
ken.gowans.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Cllr Andrew Jarvie
andrew.jarvie.cllr@highland.gov.uk
Cllr Duncan MacPherson
duncan.macpherson.cllr@highland.gov.uk

Other useful numbers:

Daviot Primary School - 01463 772226
SCATA Bus booking 01808 521321
Farr Primary School 01808 521246
NHS 24 111
Daviot Hall booking 01463 772228
Police - Non-Emergency – 101
Farr Hall booking 01808 521346
SCBF – www.strathnairncbf.com,
cosec@strathnairncbf.com,
07858 688355
Care in Strathnairn:
Kathy Collins (Chair) – broncy53@gmail.com,
Derek Rose (Community Contact Officer) – 07800 796106/ 01463 772240
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Coronavirus update from the Scottish Government

At the time of going to print, we have now entered Phase 1 of restricting lockdown. There is still a
high risk of transmitting the virus, and it is not yet contained, however some restrictions have
been lifted to enable us to begin to return to our normal everyday lives.
It is still important to:
Self-isolate if you come into contact with anyone displaying symptoms, or begin to display
symptoms yourself.
Adhere to social and physical distancing
Wash your hands frequently
Wear face coverings in public enclosed places, including public transport.

Symptoms

The most common symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) are recent onset of any or all of:
New continuous cough
High temperature
Loss of sense of smell or taste
Note: A new, continuous cough means coughing for longer than an hour, or three or more
coughing episodes in 24 hours. If you usually have a cough, it may be worse than usual.
For most people, coronavirus (COVID-19) will be a mild illness.
If any ill person in your household has not had any signs of improvement and have not already
sought medical advice, they should contact NHS 111 online. If your home has no internet access,
you should call NHS 111.

In summary, the changes that have come into effect are:

More outdoor activity permitted - such as being able to sit in the park, as long as physically
distanced.
Meeting up with another household outdoors, in small numbers, including in gardens, but with
physical distancing required.
Permitted to travel short distances for outdoor leisure and exercise but advice to stay within a
short distance of your local community (broadly within 5 miles) and travel by walk, wheel and
cycle where possible.
Remote working remains the default position for those who can.
For those workplaces that are reopening, employers should encourage staggered start times
and flexible working.
Non-essential outdoor workplaces with physical distancing resume once relevant guidance
agreed.
Gradual re-opening of drive through food outlets.
Garden centres and plant nurseries can reopen with physical distancing. Associated cafes
should not reopen at this stage except for takeaway.
Unrestricted outdoors exercise adhering to distancing measures.
Non-contact, outdoor activities in your local areas e.g. golf, hiking, canoeing, outdoor swimming,
angling.
Household Waste Recycling Centres open.
No public gatherings permitted except for meetings of two households, outdoors and with
physical distancing.

Please note that this is not an exhaustive list, for full guidance please visit https://www.gov.scot/
news/route-map-for-moving-out-of-lockdown/.
Please note that all Coronavirus (COVID-19) information is correct at time of print, for more up to
date information visit https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/ and https://www.nhsinform.scot/
illnesses-and-conditions/infections-and-poisoning/coronavirus-covid-19.
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Are you self-isolating?

“Strathnairn Community Response” is a community volunteer organisation formed specifically to
assist the high risk residents of Strathnairn during the current crisis caused by COVID-19. It
comprises representatives of most community organisations, and individual residents from our
community, working together to an agreed plan to protect the high-risk residents.
In general, the Highlands seems to have weathered the effects of COVID-19 pandemic well.
However, there is still a long way to go until normality returns. COVID-19 may flare up again at
relatively short notice.
Strathnairn Community Response will continue to provide support to those at high-risk, or those
forced to self-isolate, during this time.
Are you self-isolating?
Do you need someone to shop for food?
Will you require a volunteer to get prescription medicine for you?
Please make other suggestions of what would be useful for you.
Please call one of the following numbers for help:01808 521554
01808 521361
07768 280837
Or if you can go online please use the online application form to get help:
https://form.jotform.com/200802901401337

Care in Strathnairn

As a small charity our aim is to support people living in the Strathnairn Community Council area
disadvantaged by age, illness, disability or social circumstances. In the present circumstances
that is pretty much all of us here in Strathnairn.
Derek Rose is at time of printing available if you need help during this difficult time. He is aware
of social distancing and self-isolation needs. Please phone him on:
07800 796106 or 01463 772240.
If there is anything you are worried or concerned about. If we cannot help directly we will find
someone who can.
The weekly prescription pick up from Foyers Medical Centre will now be home delivery only.
Collection from Inverarnie Shop will not be available. This is a temporary arrangement for the
duration of social isolation.
The Trustees are also available if you are anxious, feeling lonely or simply want a friendly chat.
Please call Kathy Collins 01808 521388 or 07971934466, email careinstrathnairn@gmail.com
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Strathnairn Development Company

Strathnairn Development Company is pleased to be able to announce that it has secured funding
from the Scottish Government’s Supporting Communities Fund to provide support during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The funding we have secured is to cover the following circumstances:Strathnairn residents who are at high risk from COVID-19 who have no telephone or online access
to their bank accounts, but must still purchase food, medicine and heating oil;
The mileage costs of community volunteers, known to Strathnairn Community Response, involved
in making deliveries to persons at high risk.
Please download application forms from our website, or telephone 01808 521554 for details.
SDC will continue working with other community organisations to try and meet the needs of the
Strathnairn Community at this highly unusual time.
Please visit our website for further details.
Our website: https://strathnairndevco.wordpress.com

Strathnairn’s Little Silver Bus

With the current Coronavirus situation, it has been difficult for those in
Strathnairn to get out and about other than essential journeys, with
SCATA being unable to take passengers due to the restricted seating
within the bus, cleaning and disinfecting issues etc. SCATA have been
able to source some gloves, hand cleanser and wipes so remain on
standby for when we can resume our valuable service to the community.
The Strathnairn Hub has been successful at providing much needed items
to locals and arranging deliveries too. A fantastic community effort!
The Government’s advice is updating, so don’t be stuck, phone if you need a chat or assistance Give Donna a call on 01808 521321. (leave a message and I’ll get back to you if I miss your call)

Strathnairn 55+ Lunch Club News

We have been thinking of you all a great deal and hoping that you are managing with the
Lockdown. Such a challenging different way of life not seeing family and friends and also missing
out on our monthly get togethers at Farr Hall. We will definitely keep you posted and let you know
the moment we are allowed to start the lunches again.
Meanwhile I have enjoyed chatting to you all on the phone and catching up that way.
Please make sure you ring me whenever you want a blether as nothing can stop us
doing that!
We will miss you all through so much of this year and do hope that you will keep very
safe and well.
Christina (01808 521205) Karen Moira Ria Fiona

St Paul’s, Croachy

As I write we are still living under lockdown conditions and so sadly our lovely little church remains
closed, as do all churches in the UK including Scotland. We look forward to the day when we can
resume having services together, though how things will operate may be changed for some
considerable time to come.
eantime Kathy has been working on hard at acquiring new technological skills and producing
podcasts for weekly services and special occasions such as the VE Day anniversary. A few
members of the congregation have assisted by sending her recordings of readings and prayers to
be included. The link to both the podcast and the text of the service is posted each week on our
website www.stpauls.strathnairn.co.uk and on the Strathnairn Facebook page so we invite you to
join us in prayer for our world, our friends, our relations and ourselves at this difficult time.
We are also meeting up via Zoom for our Thursday afternoon Craft &
Chat sessions and on Sunday mornings at midday for our fellowship over
refreshments following the service. It has been lovely to be able to
remain in touch with friends in ‘real-time’.
All at St Paul’s hope that you and all those for whom you have a care are
remaining well and coping with our current strange way of life. Keep safe.
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‘Lockdown’ Activities
Many of our readers have been using their ‘spare’ time to complete new projects. They have
been kind enough to share them with us so we thought we would share them with you!

Here is 6 year old Fern, from Clava, with her “First Book
of Evolution” featuring creatures such as Opabinia,
Arthropleura, Meganeura and Chasmatosaurus. It is her
passion!

Phoenix, from Flichity, made the most
of the April sunshine and got creative
with the daffodils in her garden!

Annie, aged 4, from Farr, wanted to paint and decorate
some toilet rolls in rainbow colours for her nursery friends
whom she has been missing playing with! Annie’s parents
were worried about the material choice given the
coronavirus situation but Annie was set on the idea and
they were thankfully well received. Her friends have been
kind to her in return and the little gifts being sent locally
generally have helped raise spirits.
Our neighbours have been so kind leaving chickens’ eggs,
making bird boxes, having flour supplied and a local food
hub set up. We are lucky to live here both with the kind
local people living near and the amazing area we can roam
and fresh air we can breathe!
Layla and Finlay going for a paddle in the River Brin
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Farr Primary School Update
The final term of the year has a very different feel to it than we would normally expect! The pupils
have still been busy – here are some highlights of what they have been up to.

Blue Room – limericks

Red Room – We learnt about what VE Day means; these are our thoughts:
Christopher- VE Day means Victory in Europe Day and the end of World War II. Thinking about all
the people who died makes me feel sad.
Bethany – On the 8th May, 1945, Prime Minister Winston Churchill made an announcement. People
in Britain celebrated because World War II had ended.
Benjamin – VE Day is Victory in Europe Day, the day we won the war and that is cool because we
won.
Corbyn – VE Day celebrates the end of the fighting which makes me feel happy and proud of those
who helped us.

Elle – VE Day means Victory in Europe Day, which happened on the 8 th May, Nazi Germany
surrendered and the Allies accepted, therefore the Allies won World War II, and to this day people
celebrate the end of the war and remember the sacrifices people made for our freedom. I feel sad
but appreciative and I feel that there are some similarities to the war time at the moment because
we are all trying to stay safe inside as something could attack….
Finlay – VE Day celebrates the end of the war. My Dad was in the Army so he told me lots about it.
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Strathnairn Food Hub

What is the food hub? It is a weekly "click & collect" shop, offering a contactless
collection point. We offer a safer alternative to shops and support many local
businesses too.
My parents/ neighbours don't use the internet so how can they use it?
We have a spread sheet on google docs listing all produce. PM your email address
and we will send you a link, you could then place orders on behalf of your parents
or neighbours.

When can I order?
The shop opens every Thursday morning and closes midnight on Mondays.
When and where do I collect from?
Collection is every Wednesday between 4-6pm from the Dairy at Daviot.
For more information on what’s available, visit www.thegreatbritishfoodhub.com/
and click on the Strathnairn Food Hub. More products added regularly!

Community Health and Wellbeing

during Coronavirus (COVID-19) Outbreak
Looking after your Mental Health
The coronavirus outbreak has changed daily life for us all in Scotland and has had
a real impact on how many of us are feeling. It's ok to not feel yourself right now,
here are some great tips to help get you through it:
Keep moving – make the most of your outdoor space
Create a routine – make sure you get enough sleep
Allow time for yourself
Keep in touch – spend some time catching up with friends online, or over the
telephone if you have no internet access.
Stay healthy
For more suggestions on any of the above, visit www.clearyourhead.scot
If things are becoming a bit much, it’s important to talk to someone about how you
are feeling. This could be a family member or friend, your GP or by calling a
helpline. There is help available.
NHS 24 on 111:
Breathing Space:
Samaritans:
Mikeysline:

Monday - Sunday 6pm to 2am
0800 83 85 87
Weekdays: Monday - Thursday 6pm to 2am
Weekend: Friday 6pm - Monday 6am
116 123: 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
Text 07779 303303 or visit www.mikeysline.co.uk
Monday – Thursday: 6-10pm
Friday: 7pm-7am
Saturday: 7pm-7am
Sunday: 7pm-7am
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Cook!
June’s Featured Recipe
Please send us pictures of you cooking together and we will include them
in the August issue!
The Sullivan’s Bean Brownies, sent in by Fern Sullivan, aged 6

Ingredients:
40g oats
(or ½ cup plain flour, or 3tbsp coconut flour)
Half a cup of chocolate chips (any type)
1 tin white beans/ chick peas/ black beans
3 tablespoons peanut butter
1 tablespoon oil/ margarine

3 tablespoons milk
Half a cup cocoa powder
Half a cup honey
2 teaspoons vanilla essence
½ teaspoon baking powder
Pinch salt

Method:
1. Preheat the oven to 180 C and line a 20cm square tin.
2. 2. Grind 40g oats to a rough flour using a food processor and set aside.
(If using other flour miss out this step.)
3. In an empty food processor mix the rinsed beans/ chickpeas with peanut butter,
oil, milk, cocoa powder, honey, vanilla essence, baking powder and salt.
4. Add in flour from step 2 and blend.
5. By hand, stir in the chocolate chips.
6. Smooth into the lined tin and bake for 15-20 minutes.
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Lockdown Activities
As we feel it is not appropriate to include a Walk in this issue, we hope you enjoy these other
activities instead! Once we are able to enjoy our outdoors once again, featured walks will return.
Countdown Conundrums, sent in by Miss Purvis, from Farr Primary School:
Challenge: Use the number selection to make the target number.
You can only use each number once
You don’t have to use every number
You can use any of the four operations (add, subtract, multiply, divide)
Both challenges are possible

Medium
Number selection: 25, 10, 7, 5, 4, 3

Target: 345

Difficult
Number selection: 75, 10, 7, 5, 3, 1

Target: 932

Sudoku
Medium (puzzle 1)
Difficult (puzzle 2)
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‘Highland

Country Diaries’ by Ray Collier

Our Editor has recently come into possession of a copy of Ray’s book ‘Highland Country Diaries’,
and we are pleased to have received permission to serialise it in the newsletter.
This excerpt is reproduced with kind permission of the publishers, Colin Baxter Photography, and
Ray Collier’s family.
Achvaneran – 14th June 1993
A few days at home gave me the opportunity of solving a wildlife mystery associated with the bird
table which we now stock with the appropriate food all year round. Under the large bird table are
four containers of peanuts and three of them empty in three days under the seemingly constant
attention of siskins, chaffinches, greenfinches and three species of tits. The fourth container
takes just over a day to empty and after watching the bird table I realised a male great spotted
woodpecker was the reason, but the mystery was why it only goes for that one container of
peanuts. The answer did not come easily until I noticed that the bottoms of the containers were
all at different heights from the large stones under them. Only one container was in the right
position for the woodpecker to use its stiff tail feathers on the stone to help support it as it hung
from the container of peanuts. Another interesting observation was that when the woodpecker
had finished it would drop to the stone below and gather up a beakful of small pieces of peanuts it
had scattered and then it was off – no doubt feeding the pieces to the female in the nest hole
which we suspect is in an oak at the far end of the paddock.
As if this was not delightful enough there had been an equally attractively coloured bird in the
form of a drake mandarin duck that loafs around the edge of the larger of our three garden ponds.
His close attention to the pond is because the female mandarin is incubating eggs in a nestbox
only a few yards from the pond. In contrast, early one morning I watched a male redstart take a
caterpillar into a nestbox where the female is incubating eggs. Despite these interesting records
all the other small nestboxes in the garden are completely empty as in the spring all the resident
tits – and siskins – were taken by two sparrowhawks. The peanuts and the lower part of the bird
table are now enmeshed with 2in (5cm) hole wire and this has made the sparrowhawk go
elsewhere. I know my attitude is not logical!
Photograph courtesy of Margaret Mackenzie.
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Strathnairn Community Benefit Fund
March 2020
The March 2020 meeting was held by phone conference, due to the ongoing Coronavirus
(Covid – 19) restrictions. There were no apologies from Board Members.
GRANT ACTIVITY
The table below shows the grants that were approved at the Board meeting.
Applicant
Farr Community Hall Association

Award

Type of Grant

£9,000

General Grant – to fund use of the hall by local groups

Strathnairn.org.uk

£83

General Grant - website costs

Strathnairn News

£7,855

General Grant – production and distribution costs

One award

£500

Energy Efficiency Improvement Grant

Two awards

£800

Supplementary Home Heating Grant

One General Grant application was deferred, awaiting further information.

A cumulative total of 229 energy grants have been paid to date for 2020. 28 Education grants for
the year 2019/20 have been paid to date.
OTHER BUSINESS
SCBF’s total membership stands at 122.
The board received a verbal update from Brewin Dolphin on the value of the fund’s investments at
a time of volatility in financial markets. The fund has a high proportion of funds in fixed interest
investments, so had not been as badly affected as many investors.
The fund’s response to the Covid-19 crisis was discussed. Measures to ensure business
continuity and faster decision making were put in place. (SCBF’s response to Covid-19 was
summarised in April’s Strathnairn News).
2020 grant application deadlines: 10 June; 15 July; 12 August; 9 September; 14 October; 11
November; 25 November.
Directors: The Directors of SCBF are Ian Hunt (Chair); Nick Boyle (Vice Chair); Alannah
Haldane; Darren Read; Ewen Hardie; Michael Read; Roy McLennan; Paul MacBeth. The
Directors can be contacted via the Company Secretary.
Contact: Website: www.strathnairncbf.com; Facebook:www.facebook.com/strathnairncbf;
E-mail address:
cosec@strathnairncbf.com; Tel: 07858 688 355;
Freepost address: RTTJ-HBSK-RRUU, SCBF, PO Box 5783, Inverness, IV1 9EW.
Contacting us via the website or e-mail will help us to respond more quickly.
Remember: Please use SCBF's Freepost address and not Farr Hall for all correspondence,
saving you postage and ensuring a faster response.
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THIS SPACE IS AVAILABLE
To advertise in Strathnairn News:

If you would like to know more about our
Sponsorship Package or require more information -

Please contact Caroline on 01808 521464
or Email caz_mackenzie@hotmail.com
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Mobile Library

At the time of going to print, all Libraries within the Highland area have
been closed for the foreseeable future, and we believe this includes
our Mobile Library. Once the service resumes, updated dates and
times will be available here. Please also be aware that there are likely
to be timetable changes for Route 12 (Thursday service) – more
information will be published on this when it becomes available.
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